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A U.S. Geographer looks at the U.S.S.R.

by國家間

A large crowd of 200 students and faculty members jammed into the science Lecture Hall last week to hear Agnieszka Macewicz of Bridgewater College. She spoke on "The Russian Landscape as Viewed by an American Geographer." Dr. Macewicz based her lecture on a lengthy trip she made to Moscow, the huge hydro-electric development there, and one Canadian. Dr. Macewicz developed an interest in Russia while through earlier visits in the satellite states of Eastern Europe, and now is planning a return visit to the Soviet Union.

The lecture was profusely illustrated with color slides taken by Dr. Macewicz on her travels to this fascinating country, which makes the huge lines that form the site of the proposed new library. The decision of the site of the new library, and the approval of Dr. Keyes McFarland, president of the Board of Trustees, is expected to be made within the next few weeks.

Without this rush to completion, the site of the new library will be chosen in about ten or twenty years to provide a facility for the students and faculty alike, and to encourage a quick recommendation on the site of the new library and a quick decision of preference to the site of the student union - a suggestion of the Associated Student Government.

The panel of physicians, pharmacists, lawyers, psychologists, and psychologists will present "an observational analysis" of drug use to the more than 600 student leaders from over 100 colleges attending the conference at the Belo Monte Hotel. The symposium is to be held in conjunction with the student section of the American Pharmaceutical Association meeting in the Belo Monte at the same time as the AGS conference.

The four day conference will feature the use of drugs. William S. M. Rondileau, director of Research and Development at the New York Botanical Garden and the State College and leader of the symposium at the conference, will be the keynote speaker.

Mr. Mrs. M. A. to MBA

On Tuesday, November 30, both students and faculty alike will be privileged to hear Dr. Asa, president of the University of Bridgewater College, speak 3rd hour in the auditorium. It will certainly be interesting to hear Mrs. M. W. comment on her ideas of progressivism as well as her ideas on the concept of education.

Continued on Page 3, Column 2.

TRIO ADDS TO HOMECOMING
by Cheryl Faris

They could have been anti-administration demonstrators, they could have been Russian fascism waiters, but they could have been pravda schoolchildren, or they could have been members of the American Legion. The picture of the roving camera was that of the Mitchell Trio, and that was good news.

The October 29th concert of the three ladies proved to be a hit to hundreds of James Brown fans at the Homeroom School for the Arts in Belo Monte. The school is a private school run by the First Baptist Church of Bridgewater.

The Mitchell Trio in Concert

President Rdilford Calls Committee for New Library

President Rondileau and the Board of Trustees recently met with students and faculty leaders present to meet with Dr. Metcalf and the Long Range Planning Consultants employed by the Trustees for their College and the State College System for discussion plans for the library in greater detail; many faculty members and students did.

Continued on Page 3, Column 3.

"Lift-Off" Schedule for 10:00 A.M.

November 9, 1967

Mrs. Helen F. Turner, world famous authority on the newest subject of space flight, will be the keynote speaker at the State College of Engineering, state, and the university's official newspaper. Mrs. Turner will be the keynote speaker at the State College of Engineering, state, and the university's official newspaper. Mrs. Turner will be the keynote speaker at the State College of Engineering, state, and the university's official newspaper.
EDITORIAL
RESPONSIBILITY - YOURS AND OURS
In the October 11, 1967 issue of the CAMPUS COMMENT we teased a statement of policy regarding our Sound-Off column. The statement was as follows: "The editors and staff of CAMPUS COMMENT would like to make it clear that Sound-Off is an open column in which any member of the college community may express his opinions. These opinions are NOT necessarily those of the entire staff. However, reserve the right to reject articles which are obviously in poor taste." Since then, we have received several articles in this column. However, the need to reject some has been indicated.

The rejection of this article is important for many reasons. THE OLYMPIAN did not publish it due to the present lack of a Good Student Forum at Bridgewater State College, the brothers of Kappa Delta Phi regretfully refused to print a paper discussing the present and future role of administrators at Bridgewater State College. We do not agree with THE OLYMPIAN that there is such a lack of a Good Student Forum at Bridgewater, that such an article could not be printed. Indeed, our rejection was based on the premise that an article of this type demands validation, which did not appear in this case.

HOMECOMING MONTAGES
One of the highlights of this year’s Homecoming was the multitude of floats and montage groups by various organizations. Some of the more impressive exhibits built by the dorms, fraternities and classes and small groups (our own Campus Comment got a ride representing area submarines) with an abundance of teamwork and long hours (give the little old pickle barrel maker on the Campus Staff). The student body added a big-college atmosphere to our Homecoming and provided the parade watchers andquadrangle throngs a chance to see the heritage of their classmates and their importance on the psychological impact on the football team and in general, on the school spirit of Bridgewater which has improved considerably over the past few years.

The most lasting effect of all the effort that went into these exhibits, however, will be the benefits of the large floats and individual personalities. It is quite an experience to be involved in such a project and it is able to say that you contributed to it. The rivalry between competing groups is forgotten in a day, but the friendships made in working towards a goal and the personal satisfaction gained in its completion will well worth all the effort. For these reasons, the float and montage competition will continue to grow in the coming years, with more and better exhibits for the benefit of the sponsoring group as well as the team spirit, and for the individual and the college community as a whole.

ATTENTION
KAPPA MEMBERS
There will be a meeting of all Kappa Delta Pi members on Nov. 14, at 6 p.m. in Room 27 of Hayden. The Faculty Fellow and the Kappa, and all other big projects, will be on the agenda.

BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS
The 1967 edition of ALPHA will be mailed out later this month. The delivery date for the 1968 ALPHA has been set for September 15, 1968.

NEW HOURS
Committee Formed
A committee to re-evaluate the late hours system effective in the women’s dormitories at Bridgewater State has been formed. Discussion of the present regulations and suggestions for change concluding with justifiable results will be the main purpose for forming this committee.

General chairman, and the president and two representatives from each women’s dormitory form the new committee. Suggestions may be offered to any of the following persons: General Chairman, Ann O’Connell; Pope Hall 3. Silver Bullet Makers for the float and montage committee.

SNAFU U
With the Xmas Hustle approaching, D. J. McFerr, super rep reporter here at Stu U, would like to pass along to all the wealthy “merchant class kids” attending Bridgewater, the following: The department store, Lord & Taylor, has a gift purchase list for Father Christmas. The Lord & Taylor gift list includes items from Lord & Taylor’s catalog that you may be interested in. Christmas shopping should be an intellectually stimulating experience for all those who attend.

The Bundal of Joy Invades BSC
by Bob Mendel
On Friday, November 17 the Sophomore Co-op will once again turn you on with another entertaining dance in the Kempley Gymnasium. This time the music will be provided by the “Rosies” of Dartmouth and London who specialize in pop-rock and soul sounds.

This group has appeared at numerous colleges through New England and has been invited back to Dartmouth again this year to be a part of the Dartmouth homecoming weekend. The Bundal of Joy received a tremendous reception at the Creasotte house in Brighton, the Coeducation in New York, and the Venet Di Milo in Swenon. The lead singer is a St. John’s student and the keyboard player a Boston University student. The other two members are Dartmouth students. So enjoy the Bundal of Joy and turn on the Bundal of Joy!”

Attention Student
Side for the Student Union will go out no later than November 17, 1967. All students have been requested to pay.

International Forum Convenes at BSC
On Friday afternoon November 10, at 2:00 p.m. in the O’Connell Center, a group of three foreign students - a Muslim, a Buddhist and a Hindu - will discuss the impact of technological change on the religious world today. The forum will be directed by Mr. Ralph Smart, Professor of International Studies at MIT.

At the turn of the century with increased reliance upon industry, science, and technology, social patterns changed. An important change of emphasis occurred and is occurring today within Christianity. Today for many people religion and what it means to be religious within Christianity is shifting from an abstract sense of obedience to an organized body in the form of a church. Therefore the forum promises to increase our awareness of some of the problems facing us world wide religious effects of the industrial revolution and our awareness behind these present religious problems which with the world people of today.

The Information Student Forum should be an intellectually stimulating and a culturally broadening experience for all those who attend.

ATTENTION WRITERS
The Deadline for COLLAGE in November 15.

Staff Shakeup
Would you believe that almost all the editors of CAMPUS COMMENT are going student editing second quarter assignments have been made?

James W. Foneuse, the Associate Executive Editor, Ill, another junior student, is Editor, is also a Junior Earth Science major. A native of New Bedford, he served last year as Asst. News Editor. Filling in for News Editor Merril O’Connell will be her associate, Joseph A. O’Connell, also a Junior English major, and Karen GOODS, also a junior, from Brookline. Last year Joe was a free lance writer who infiltrated the CAMPUS COMMENT.

Margaret Glaud, the Feature Editor, and Cheryl Parks, the Asso­ ciate Feature Editor will be tempo­ rarily replaced by Sophomore English major, Mark Allen Leach. The post of staff photographer temporarily vacated by Linda Lind­ screen, will be assumed by Anthony Garson.

Senior English major Helen Mur­ reen, the editorial board president of the new student newspaper, R. A. program, will remain as Re­ edit and will also act as general sales manager for the new paper.

The underclass editors will retain their present positions. Senior training has left a great many vac­ ences both in staff positions and in the editorial board being double as editors. Any interested in either reporting or typing is re­ quested to come in during working hours at the CAMPUS COMMENT Office in the foyer of the Hoover student union and/or leave his name and phone number on the CAMPUS COMMENT bulletin boards located on the other club bulletin boards on the main corridor of Boyden.

Homecoming Saturday
Dine & Dance
by Jim Foneuse
Bridgewater State College celebrated its 1967 Homecoming game in the evening with a banquet and dance. The banquet was held in Tillinghast Hall where President Noonan, Dean Harrington, Dean Bessman, and many other con­ vivial and offered congratulations to the winning team. Coach Bessman presented Tom Humphrey with the Most Valuable Player, an honor he gained as a defensive end in the game. Later in the evening the Home­ coming Queen was announced. Secretary junior, with the Senior Class, was held in the gym­ nastics. The late Columbia - Dick Johnson Combo set the musical pace for the evening. Lively music and the spotlight of the dance occurred in the course of the game. Secretary James K. Mosher as Homecoming Queen.
SOUND OFF - EXPANSION

The argument I wish to make though is not in criticism of the system, but instead to deny the word “to which” key to which some of our teachers and professors give to us.

We have been given unlimited cuts and unlimited freedom. But, if ever some instructors do not go along with the system, then the system will fall. If not, then the system is the problem. It is not our fault. It is the system which is failing.

The reason why the student feels so disheartened is that he does not know how to cope with this system. He has no way of knowing what to do next. He has no one to turn to for help. He is left to his own devices.

So, what must we do? I believe that we must start by changing the system itself. We need to create a system that is fair and just. We need to make sure that every student has an equal chance to succeed.

The key is to start small. We can begin by changing the way we grade our students. We need to make sure that our grading system is fair and just. We need to make sure that every student has an equal chance to succeed.

We need to start by changing the way we teach our students. We need to make sure that our teaching methods are fair and just. We need to make sure that every student has an equal chance to succeed.

We need to start by changing the way we provide our students with resources. We need to make sure that every student has an equal chance to succeed.

In conclusion, I believe that we must start by changing the system itself. We need to create a system that is fair and just. We need to make sure that every student has an equal chance to succeed.

I am optimistic that we can make a change. It will not be easy, but it is possible. We need to start small and work our way up. We need to make a commitment to change and we need to stick to it.

Thank you for your time and attention. I hope that you will consider my argument and see the importance of changing our education system.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
BSC ROLLS OVER QUONSET

by Chris Brady

Saturday, October 8. Key Bridgewater mounted its biggest offensive show and completely devastated the Quonset Point Seabees. The Bears opened the scoring game early and Quonset never was even close.

On 2nd play and 25 yard line from own 20 yard line Al Petipas passed to Barney Ross for a 71 yard touchdown. The Bears had the lead 7-0. The instant replay of the throw was so close that it was a 21 yard line. Later in the game Humphrey's conversion made it 10-0. On 1st and 10, Humphrey's conversion made it 14-0. Early in the 3rd period Clifford's 11 yard sweep and Humphrey's P.A.T. gave the Bears a 21-0 lead. In the fourth quarter Quonset broke the scoring ice with an 11 yard run, the conversion failed. Ed Therien came on to replace Paul Stella and promptly kicked a 22 yard field goal to end George Sullivan, finishing the scoring, and Humphrey's kick failed.

Mermaids Muster

Mermaids are good. Everybody in the Pool O.K. The Bridgewater Water Polo team doubled up the numbers at the recent Aquabrytes try-outs. Besides the new water nymphs, two more BOO men joined the Pool People. For the try-outs, each prospective member was challenged to proficiency of strokes, general rhythm, ability to perform basic strokes and point in the water. At the end of the first semester, all apprentices will be evaluated and checked for improvement.

The following have been accepted: Karen Terry, Cindy Tomolkien, Kathy Sampson, Chris Wirtzburger, Maria McLellan, Linda Sorensen, Audrey Gage, Donna Therien, Kathy Shoats, Marianne Smolich, Virginia Morgan, Beth Donavan, Donna McNeil, Ted Briggs, Lisa Brooks, Chris Brady and Armand Lavoie.

The Beat Goes On

by Ann O'Connell

You are cordially invited to attend a new and exciting experience in rhythmic recreation opened by the Students-Recreation Association on Saturday, November 18, at the college gymnasium. A festival of fun, fitness and friendship, the program will feature rhythm, ability to perform basic moves and point in the water. At the end of the first semester, all apprentices will be evaluated and checked for improvement.

The following have been accepted: Karen Terry, Cindy Tomolkien, Kathy Sampson, Chris Wirtzburger, Maria McLellan, Linda Sorensen, Audrey Gage, Donna Therien, Kathy Shoats, Marianne Smolich, Virginia Morgan, Beth Donavan, Donna McNeil, Ted Briggs, Lisa Brooks, Chris Brady and Armand Lavoie.

Student Cooperative Book Store

- Shop the bookstore for your Christmas gifts
- Gift book both individual copies and in sets.
- Classwear, Swimsuits, and many other items to choose from.
- First semester books are now being returned. If you are still holding off and haven't purchased what you need please do so now.

Bridgewater State College

HOCKEY TEAM FORMED

Bridgewater will have a hockey team this year formed by the male students on a voluntary basis. The activities will be financially supported by the students.

Arrangements have been made to scrimmage next week at Weymouth. Hockey Rink. After a six week period, the team will be selected. Games have been scheduled with Boston University College and other hockey clubs in the area.

The team will be coached by Jim Harrington '69 of Cohasset. He is currently in charge of the youth hockey program at the Cohasset rink and has been officiating, coaching, and playing hockey for 13 years.
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